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Let p, be an algebraic polynomial of degree n with real coefficients. Employing 
an inequality of G. SzegCi, we study the extremal property of the integral 
St1 (p;,(.~))~ (1 -x’) dx subject to the constraint 11 pn IILrn < 1. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1979 G. K. Kristiansen [3] proved the following extension of the 
Markov inequality. We may describe his main theorem as follows. 
THEOREM A. Let n> 1. Let #: [O, n’] + (w be such that the function 
(b(x) - d(0))l.x is positive and nondecreasing. Let p,, be any real algebraic 
polynomial of degree n, such that 1 p,(x)/ < 1 for - 1 G x 6 1. Then the 
functional JY1 I$(/ p:(x)/) d x assumes its maximal value if and only if 
p, = T;, (T,,(x) = cos no, cos 6’ = x). 
In particular, it follows that if q E [ 1, co), then for every algebraic polyno- 
mial p, of degree n, we have 
l 
l/q 
I G(x)lqdx max I PHI- (1.1) 
-1 --lGX<l 
Moreover, the equality is attained if and only if p, = _+ Tn. 
Remark. It may be noted that B. D. Bojanov [l] also obtained an 
elegant solution of (1.1). 
Let H, be the class of all real polynomials of degree n bounded by 1 on 
the interval - 1 <X < 1. S. N. Bernstein (cf. [7, Theorem 1.22.3, p. 51) 
proved that the supremum norm of (1 - x2)‘/* pi!(x) on [ - 1, 1 ] for 
arbitrary p, E H, is maximum if pn = T,. In view of Theorem A, it may be 
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asked if the Lq norm of (1 - x2)lj2 pi (x) (p, E H,) is also maximized by a, 
for all q E [ 1, co ). The following theorem answers the above probIem in t 
important case q = 2. More precisely, we prove. 
THEOREM 1. If pn E H, then we have 
.I l (1 -x’)(p;(x))Qx<n 2(l+&)=j1, (1 -xZ)(T;(x))2 dX (1.2) -1 
with equality only for p, = T,. 
Our next theorem concerns the following extension of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 2. If p, E H,,, then we have 
j’, (p,(x))2(1-x2)-1”~~i~ll (T~(X))2(~-x2)-?‘2dX. (I.31 
Remark. It is interesting to note that the corresponding extension of 
Theorem A to 
under the assumption that p,, E H, remains an unsolved problem. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Set 
t,(e) =Pn(COS 6) =p,(x). (2.1) 
Then t, is a purely cosine polynomial of degree dn. Further, we have 
t;(e)= -(l-x”)“2p;(X), t::(e)=(l-x2)~::(x)-xp:,(x). (2.2) 
From (2.1) (2.2), and integration by parts, we obtain 
2 J’ (1 -xZ)(p;(x))2 dx 
-1 
= j" ((t:,(0)j2- t,(e) t;(O)) sin 8 &- j* cos f%,(d) t;(O) & 
0 0 
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A further integration by parts yields 
s n cos &,(e) t;(O) d0 = - 0 tf (0) sin 8 de. 
We therefore obtain 
2 I' (1 -~‘)(p:,(x))~ dx 
-1 
= l ((t;(e))*- t,(e) t’;(e)) sin 8 de I 
+$ti(n)+tf(O))-$ jQXt:(e)sinedO. (2.3) 
Next, we observe that 
I,= “((t;(e))2-t,(e)t;(0))sinede-~ 
s I z t;(e) sin e de 0 20 
=(f-&) j; r(t6,(8))2+dt;(e)] sin e de 
+ & j: (t;(e))* sin 8 de - & jn (h,(e) + t;(e))’ sin e de. 
0 
(2.4) 
Let t,, be any real trigonometric polynomial of degree at most n such 
that It,(e)l<l, 0<8<2n, then we have 
h,‘(e) + t;‘(e) d 2. (2.5) 
This inequality is due to G. SzegB [6, p. 641. 
Applying Bernstein’s inequality, we then obtain 
From (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and 
(2.6) 
s x l (t:, (w sin 8 de = s (1 -x’)(p:,W)* dx, (2.7) 0 -1 
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we have 
Now, from (2.3), (2.4), and (2X), we have 
(2.8) 
<$r:(O)+t:(R))+n* l-f 1 
+n*+J- 2n2 j; (1 -x’)kJxe~* dx 
1 
-&j; (n2t,(8)+t~(8))2sin6d6. (2.9) 
But (2.9) is equivalent to 
(2-i-S) .I’,(l-x*)(p:(x))2~~~2n*-~(l-I~(O))-~(l_tii):)) 
from which (1.2) follows. 
Let pn be any polynomial of degree n belonging to N, but different from 
the Chebyshev polynomial T,,. In this case equality is not possible in (2.9). 
To see this it is enough to note that the last term in the right hand side of 
(2.8) will be zero if and only if r,“(O) + n2t,(@) = 0. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
Before proving Theorem 2, we state and prove two auxillary lemmas. &et 
us denote by 
xi=cos 
(2i- 1) 
-, 
2n 
i= 1, 2, . ..) n, yi=cosf,i=1,2 ,..., n-8, (3.1) 
the zeros of T,(x) =cos nfl, cos 8=x, and U,- 1 (x) = sin &,/sin 8, 
x = cos 0, respectively. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let qn- 1 be any algebraic polynomial of degree <n - 1 such 
that 
Iq~12--1(xj)l~(l-x?)-1’2, i=l,2 ,..., yE, (3.2) 
where the xi)s are given by (3.1). Then we have 
IqLl(.Yi)l6 I Kl(Yi)l, i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 (3.3) 
and 
IqL,(l)l d I -xi-I(l ILl( <I K-,(-1)1, (3.4) 
where the yls are as given in (3.1). 
ProoJ The proof of this lemma is analogous to [2, Lemma 1, p. 5181. 
By the Lagrange interpolation formula based on the zeros of T,,, we can 
represent any algebraic polynomial qn- 1 of degree at most n - 1 by 
,.-Jx)=J$ q.~l(xi)=-&l)i+1(l-x~)1’2. 
1=1 I 
(3.5) 
On differentiating both sides with respect to x and using (3.2), we have 
Also, it is easy to see that 
UA-l(Yj)= 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Therefore, we may conclude that 
Id-l(Yj)l Q I vz-I(Yj)l~ j = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1. 
This proves (3.3). The proof of (3.4) follows similarly and so we omit the 
details. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let qn- 1 be an arbitrary algebraic polynomial of degree at 
most n - 1 satisfying (3.2). Then 
II, (q;M1(x))’ (1 -x2)1’2dx<j;I (U;-,(x))‘(l -x2)l”dx. (3.8) 
Proof The proof of this lemma follows from Lemma 3.1 and a quad- 
rature formula of Micchelli and Rivlin [4, formula (19), p. 121. According 
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to this quadrature formula for every polynomial pzn- I of degree at most 
2n - I, we have 
.I 
1 
_1p2,1--(x)(1-s2)-1’2dx 
=; P2n-l(l)+p2,~,(--1)+2nCip2,-,(y,) 
L 
(3.9) 
i=l 
where the v:s are as given in (3.1). From (3.3) (3.4), and (3.9), we have 
=j’ (U,‘-,(x))2 (1 -x2)-1’2dx. 
-1 
This proves Lemma 3.2. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2 
Proof: Let p, E H,. Then by Bernstein’s inequality, it follows that 
/p:,(x)] <n(l -x2)y2, -I<x<l. 
We define 
Then clearly 
Iqn-l(x)I <(1-x2)p2, -l<x<l. 
Therefore the conditions in Lemma 3.2 are satisfied. Hence, we obtain from 
the lemma 
jr1 (q~~i(x))2(l-x2)~1~2dx~~~~ (U,:~,(x))‘(l-x2)-“‘dx. 
We can rewrite the above as 
j;, (p;(x))2(l-x2)-112dx<n2{:I (~~_,(x))~(~-x’)~~‘~~x 
= 
i’ 
’ (T;(x))~ (1 -x2)-“* dx. 
-1 
This proves Theorem 2. 
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